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Administrative Evaluation
r Evajuatiom in higher education is anything but an innovation. Evaluatio f stafents has been a topic of

research and experimentation almost sincg the inception of hi er ducation, Rating scales for
teaching performance have been in existence for almost fifty years and the past fifteen to twenty years
have seen increasing attention given to development of programs.for faculty development.
Administrative evaluation is the latest,"newcomer" to the scene of evaluation in higher education aid
is still in its infancy as indicated by the literature on this topic (Fenker 1975; Genova et al. 1976; Surwill
and Heywoodl 976; Van de Visse 1974}. The purpose of this study is to provide a surveybf the literature
relevant to administrative-evaluation in higher education. Consideration will be given to reasons for the
increasing importance of this type of evaluation, approaches to and components of an evaluation plan,
some of the problems involved in the evaluation process, and use of results.

Rationale. for Administrative Evaluation
Should administrators of colleges and universities undergo form4evaluation? A survey of the current
literature in higher education indicates that increased pressure from above and below and the demand
for accounfabilityfrom government and institutional constituencies will make this type of evaluation
essential or at least highly desirable in the cloudy future of higher educatioh.

The concept of .administrative evaluation is affirmed by the AAUA in its professional standards for.
administrators. In considering. the rights of administrators; the AAUA endorses the corkept that
administratori are entitled to be participantsin regular and formal performance evaluations of their.
positionsland also are entitled to receive the results of these evaluations (AAUA 1975). The AAUP also
upholds the'concept in its 5tatementsiof 1974 where suggestion is made that faculty be involved in
selection and retention of administrators and that some system be devised to determine the level of
confidence enjoyed by the chief administrative officer (AAUP 1974). As the general publiccontjsues to
raise questions' regarding. accountability and productivity, and students' demands for better service
make efficient 'administrative skills an ever-increasing necessity, it is difficult to 'ignore or deny the
importance of administrative evaluation (Anderson 1975; Clifford 1976; .Grote 1978; MacVittie 1975;
Skipper 1977, Surwill and Heywood 1976;, SprUnger, Berquist, and Quehl 1978; Williams 1977). In a
survey of all public and private higher educational institutions in Ohio, Van de Visse(1974) found that
the majority of presidents in these institutions agreed that a formal administrative evalUation would be
a Useful response to accountability bUt.few actually had such a system in operatiOn. Anderson (1975)
agrees with this purpose and suggests administrative evaluation as a vehicle for study of an institution's
produclivity, efficiency, social utility, worthiness, and accountability. According to Grote (1978), adapt-.
ing an industrial model such as PAS (Performance Appraisal System) to Rostsecondary education, cane
satisfy the general public regarding their concern for accountability and productivity. Koplltz.(1976)
suggests that administrative evaluation may be mandatory in the near future. Clifford (1976) maintains
there should be no question about whether to evaluate or why but that the real issue should be how we

evaluate and by what cr.itieria.
Miller (1974) proposes the following rationale for administrative evaluation : to assist in developing

awareness of competencies; to identify general areas in behavior, adequacies, and skills in which
improvements are needed; and to develop realistic employment objectives, shop- and long- range, in
order to assist professional grOwth of individUM administrators. t2enova et al. (1976) suggest that.
evaluation can be used for sharing governancVand increasing' team administration. Miller (1976) also
sees administrative evaluation as beneficial in helping to develop some sort of administrative scheme
for behavior, goals, and outcomes.

Emphasis. is placed on the importance of administrativeevaluation as an essential component of
total institutional evakiation rather than an isolated entity. Miller (1972, 1974) endorses this concept,
particularly if the goals are growth, improvement of personnel, and increased efficiency. Fisher (1977)
emphasit.6 the importance of the total package for evaluation and development of an institution. The
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Administrative evaluation can
assist in coping with some of
the problems of higher educa-
tion such as inflation, reduced
income, and faculty and staff
militancy.

The greatest value. of adminis-
trative evaluation is its value
as a model and -the incentive it
offers to other segments of the
institution.

L

The pj)ns or approaches for
evaluation ht adm. instrators.
are as.varied as theinstitutions
that conduct them.

Consideration" of spec i r
strengths and weaknesses or
special vision of an adminis-
trator may override the entire
evaluation and outweigh other
factors either because of their
very positive or very negative
effects..

Evaluation usually presup-
poses some sort of comparison,
either w ith predecessors, peers,
some ideal, paSt_ performance.
or others' expeirtat ions

notion of providing benefit for all constituencies is also considered important by Thomas et al. (1977):
Additional pressure forl'administrative. evaluation is being exerted by faculty members and students
who are asking that ev not be,restricted td them but be extended-to include administrators
(Farmer 1(376; Miller; T omas t al.; Sprunger et al., 1978).

Making personnel de sion is suggested as a rationale for evaluation but less frequently than that of
development. With the a ressure of accountability and the lack of mobilitity in tIR job market, this
rationale could becom more important in the future £Anderson 1975; Surwill and Heywood 1976;
Thomas et al.; Bornhol. 8). Systems such as those at Dartmouth, SUNY, and in the Minnesota State
system make reappoint t :.nt contingenon formal evaluation (Bornholdt 1978; Block 1976).

Skipper (1977), in analyz,ing the skills of effective and ineffective leaders, suggests that administra-
tive evaluation can assist in coping with some of the problems of higher education such as inflation, re-

/duced income, and faculty.and staff militancy. . ---
With reference to presidential evaluation, Williams (1977) suggests a different rationale. She pro--...,

poses'that evaluation provides a review of the office of president with delineation of the role, respon-
sibilit *s and expectations of the office. In &period when roles and missions of institutions of higher
educatioq are changing, this can be a type of in-service education for the president. Evaluationpro-

4'y/ides perOdicrreviews to re-examine the president and the institution to see if they are heading in the
same direction (Block 1976; Parekh 1977), Sprunger et al. (1978) extend this rationale to incifide all
administrative positions.

In addition to marry of the functions already listed, Sprunger et al. suggest that perha the greatest
value of administrative evaluation is its value as a mode and the incentive it of fers.to other segments
of the institution,

Although many possible reasons fqr evaluation are suggested, the main rationale seems to emerge as
twofold: administrative growth and development and accountability to the institution as well as to its
various publics.

Evaluation Plans or Approaches
The plans or approaches for evaluation of administrators are as varied as the institutions that conduct
them and differ substantially even as to which administrators are being evaluated and who conducts
the evaluation.;,Much of the literature on theadministrative level centers around the chief executive
officer (e g., AAUP 1974; Hillway 1973; MacVittie 1975; Munitz, 1976; Williams 1977), although specific
characteristics and procedures are also provided for ovaluation of other administrators (Anderson 1975;
Laf fin 1975; Miller 1974:Zion 1977). The following section outlines some proposed plans or approaches.

Five general _approaches :to evaluation in higher education are: "professional judgment,"
"measurement/ "congruence between performance and- objectives," "decision oriented," and,"goal
freef'responsiVe." The purpves and circumstances of the evaluation determine which method is to by
used For each method or raodel, Gardner (,1977) provides the principal .fOcus, examples, assumptions,
advantages; and disadvantages. The "measurement.' model, which- interprets or references attributes
-compared to norms by use of a questionnaire type of instrument; and the congruence between per-
manceand objectives" model, which compares perforinance with standards of performance, goals, or
objectives -eem most appropriate for possible administrative evaluation models. '

It is rec'on -nded that evaluation of an administrator be based on expectations or priorities as deter-
mined jointly by board and administrators at the time of appointment. This is'particularly true`for
presidential evaluation One suggested process, begins with a self-evaluation statement by the'.
administrator that is examined by an ad hoc committee consisting of board members, administrators,
faculty, students, and alumni. The statement is then assessed by the committee, which then prepares a
portfolio for review by theboard. After the board makes its oWnevaluation of the president, the results .

are reviewed with the president in order to examine the successes and failures and to determine the
reasons for these (AndeNon 1975; Gemmel 1976, MacVittie 1975) /.1 similar prOcitss would be used with
other administrators, the president being chief evaluator Andersoh (1975) cautions tha,t consideration
of special strengths and weaknesses, or special vision of an administrator may override the entire
evaluation and outweigh other factors either be'c.ause of their very positive Or very negative effects.

Pollack (1976) midWinley (1975) recomrnend'use of a self evaluation component as well as evalua-
tion by a formal cAmittee In a study of North Carolina technical institutes to determine criteria for

evaluatiiin, Pollack found major agreement around composition of a formal evaluation committee'to
include supervisor, faculty, peers, students, artd',.mot important of all, adininistrative stat? Alumni or
outside consultants were not recommended to be included on the committee Hanley suggests that the
committee, consist of board members and possibly a consultant and a fel,loW presiden1 wh&ever possi-
ble Hanley inters that this method can he a reciprocal evaluation of the board's effectiveness in (INN-r-
mining presidential role and institutional priopties ill;

Muriitz (1976) presirnts a smiliar model in which the president determinktp.s objectives according to the
wt by the board and, in a written essay analvres his progress toward these objectives The

main difference in his metho d is that a consultant iudges evaluatiltin essay4and reports his findings
to the board and the president }lays (1976) describes a plan used in lYNnesota that includes suggested
riteria and detailed proCedures for the evaluation team. I) residentiol. seltassessYnent, and the, report
One unique h suggested asking an administrator how he expects others to,evaluate him and

comparing. the 'di toal results with his perceptions Along jwith other information obtained, this
enables him to deterrnme the ',1( corm s, of his pe'rcePtion in teedbac k from others fSprungerA
al 1.978) '

Other viewpoints stress tlie essen«iof the evaluation pro( ess. as (P.StNSITIVnt of c onveten( v-b..od
pe.rfotmagt e, .grounded on the goal eypeutations':is deKqrnined by the adannisirators. superiors. and
stibordin;ites 'Fisher:09;7J suggests teat evaluation usually presupposes .some sort or comparison.
either with predecessors, peers. some ideal. past performance, or 04 hers expi4 tations
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Seven guidelines or p'rinciples areprOposed for determining an approach to or procedures for evalua-
tion. (1) the system is rooted in the history. traditions, missica, and objectives of each institution; (2) the
approach is positive focusing on administrative development as its primary purpose; (3) expectations
are on the basis of performance evaluation based on current job descriptions, (4) evaluation consists of
.both objective and subjective measures; (5) immediate superiors have primary responsibility for evalua-
tion and only those in a position to validly judge are involved; (6) those being evaluated are fully
informed of procedures, timetable, and results; (7) confidentiality is observed throughout the process
(Miller 1974)

Miller further.outlines a procedure for each major administrative position. His method of presidential
evaluation is similar to Pollack's (1976), Anderson's (1975) and Munitz's (1976) in that it consists of a .

president's report on major accomplishments in keeping with his role and the institutional goals, and,in
the composition of a formal committee for evaluation consisting of trustees, faculty, and students.
Responsibility for developing the overall plan and procedure rests with the board, assisted by the

-IiiresidertAnother method surveyed provides a performance evaluatiorlf educational leaders (PEEL) in which
there is evaluation of seven areas of behaviorally-stated definitions of administrative competency
Although originally designed for secondary,sthool administrators, it has possibilities .for adaptation to
postsecondary education (Metzger 1976), -

The importance ot having administrative involvement in the design, administration, and review of
the instrument or rating scale cannot be overestimated. It is also important that raters only evaluate
Characteristics they are actually able to observe (Su.rwill and Heywood 1976). Provision for this should
be built into the rating scale Williams (197.7), like Miller (1976) and Nordvall (1977), stressed the neces-
sity of having the evaluation instrument reflect the operational pattern of the institution, thatrs, that it .

b grounded in the history, philosophy, andcharacteristicS of the institution .

Because_of the dearth of available systematic programs, Genova (1976) feels that an experimental
_ approach is needed per administrative evaluation This would concurrently be a planning process and

so could have multiple benefits Growth contracts or plans are the basis of approach for any
administrative evaluation, according to ,Gross (1977) This is ih keeping with the approach of using
eval lid WU) t or administrative development purposes ..-

An approach that is becoming more popular is the MBO (management by objectives) approach or-
administration by objectives/ as Miller (1976) Calls it. Thomas et al (1977) propose adaptation of-the
logic of MBO to higher.edui ation The main purpose is established as,-performance improvement. in .

this approach, tour areas are analyzed for effectiveness of action: goal formation, goal attainment, .

resource acquisition. and Membership satisfaction (Genova .1976). A- formal committee is proposed
'whose first task is to determine.the purposes-of evaluation.. An attempt is made to identify and under-
st,ind the current goals of the president to determine how successful and by what means he has attained
the goals Institutional information is collected to identify the aspects of the institution that need irri-
provement f valuation of goal- appropriateness addresses the questions of whether the goals formed by
the president deal with the most preSsing needs of the institution and whether appropriate authority
patterns were used tii attain these goals The final step is formation of new goals. The entire process
uses information gathered trorn students, faculty. and administration .. .

Sprenger et al (1978) summarize six approaches to administrative evaluation: unstructured narration,
unstriKlured dos umentation, structured narration, rating scales, structured documentation (portf °hies)!
and management by objectives (MBO) Most of the approaches gscribed fall into one of these six -

( ategories Inc:heir description of e,ich approach, the authors describe the strengths and weaknesses in
rt;lahorttto the t'welv( functions suggested by them for evaluation Sample instruments ',ire also
provideA ., .

An approa( h has been srigy.,,ested by Thomas et al 41977) f r setting up roles to facilitate the assess-
rrient p.ro«ss for administrators other than the president. Th 'first step consists of the individual and, his
supen..sor ea( h listing; what they consider the areas of resi»nsibilitv and fUnctions for that indivicht,31."
I hev than «nnpare arid di.scuss their respe( two lists tend work for agreement on the, responsibilities
The revised it is shored among all adrninistr6'ors and the final lis't developed, by consensus Goals are
them set up within ea( h Area This serves as the basis for assessment ,i, . -

A suggested plan. for evaluation of the. academic dean or academic vice president -as Outlined by'
%Idler (1( 1-;) is similar to that slu4y.;ested tor -presidents As with the. president. the academic dean t)b-
rints a 7,ritten statement outlining his major accomplishments and i";(10, successfull,' he perceives..,
hirkilselt 's having tultriled his own lob description in light of the institutional goal Evaluation involves
the preside4it rep;-t+ntatiyes ot the tai u1 and other administratcirs During thelpross, the dean is
givi.n toll opp`ortimitv to present his views j he final report is y4icen to Loth the precidt4it and the dean .

Genova (1 01 1117blond Hoyle (11)7 i) sto.,,gest procdures for academic leans and other Ornmistrators
I athin (19711 is the orli author sureve(1 who coocentrated on an approach for administrative staft

He iuggests thatet-,iluation be carrit41 out hy the super-visor-4nd ttiatthe.criteria in hide qit,tei tiveness
in pertorman( e. rnastery .ot spec ialliation,, profess onal ohility, ettectweness. in 'institutional service.
and ontinuing growth He its spec Ifif rietaiRa ti) \Olaf is in( luded inea( h 'of. these cat(gories

t;.

;I.
, .)Criteria for Evaluation .

...
li. ,

Anderson (19751 proposes the tollowim.; areas for gin(ration ot ( riteria for evaNdatisan edui anon and
expeLi;w.e. pride( tiN.Atv and etti( iencv, perf orrnon«. ( ritena, leadership_irnanagement. personal I r

t(Irmaru e versonal (pialcues, .((iti,( ational statesmanship, polite( al anel t is( al astiiteness and
administratno so, le 'skipper ( 1977) used a.set okadershq; skills for exorninin'g personal ( ham( h Jstlis
(It (Ito( tRtj ,111(1 inett(( tRe .leaders I rorn these studies he proposes a s(11 ot seven broad areas )t

admirustratwe skills and six personal ( hara( teristict. that ( an he used as a hasis for evaluation Spfunger
et al 11(178) propose sexes areAs used as for 1 for Ninny; s( ales Is,oplitt 11()781 has identified and studied

Responsiblity for developing
the overall plan and
procedures rests with the
board, assisted by the- presi:
dent.

Because of the dearth of avail-
able systematic programs, an
experimental approach is
needed for administrative
evaluation.

Evaluation of goal appropriate-
ness addresses the questions
of whether the goals formed
by the president deal with the
most pres,sing needs' of the
institution and whether
appropriate authority patterns
were used to attain these
goals.

As with the pre4ent the
academic dean submits a

writtenAtatement outlining his
maior, accomplishments and
how successfully he perceives
himselFeas having fulfilled his
own job (Jest' riptron in light of
the instit itionalgoals.

I
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43 qualities or characteristics and 29 activities or behavioral traits of -administrators. Through analysis
these have been combined and condensed to form a Rating Scale for Academic Administrators (RSAA),
which contains 15 characteristics and 9 behavioral traits. Coinposite lists of a variety of characteristics
are also proposed by Anderson (1975, 1977) Dickson et al (1976); Fenker"(1975);"Grote (197/3); _Hillway.'
(1973);. Laff 09751; Pollack (1976), Surwill and HeYwood (1976);. Thomas et al (1977); andWillia.mS
(1977) In some cases, criteria are specific to presidential evaluation and iriothers apply generally to all
administrators In either case the characteristics, skills, or criteria seem to fall into one of, two
categories., administrative skills and personal characteristics or,7peOple- skills. Under administratiVe
skills are included such abilities as leadership, planning, decision makine. delegation of responsibility:
problem solving, operating methods, goal completion, educational program supervision; and,fiscal con-
trol Personal skills :nclude flexibility, creativity: responsibility, integrity, communication, individual
and community relations, tolerance, persistence, and ability to fcter morale and creativity. Othercon-
sideratrons are investigation of continues professional growth and examination of limitations or
strengths critical to a particular college's welfare.

.

Specific c ritena for evaluation of the academic dean or vite.president are proposed by I:GouLd and-
M Wicke as Outlined in Andern (1975). Thes6 include the4anner in which he enjoys the respect and'
confidence ot taculty; how he encourages and prods the faculty toward exceenee; how he delegates
responsibilities and helps prepare people to carry out their responsibilities Other qualities include,
integrity,Consistency. patience. openness, andloyalty to the Standards of the academic firofession, n

addtion..Wicki: considers how he defines the institutional missfon and translates it into .action, and
how he achieves ordering of internal conflict

The'.characteiistics, ...skills, or
criteria seem to fall into one of

.two ;categories, administrative .

skills and. personal charac-
teristics or -peopie" sk

Responsibility for and Involvement in the Evaluation ProcesS -:,

The question of whoshould be responsible or involved in evaluation of adminisitato has been
addressed to some extent in thj various approaches suggested in an earlier sectio How .ver, the topic
needs to be considered further, particularly in discussion. of whether evaluatio sh 1d beupward,
downWard, parallel. or a combinf tion of these approaches ..

The idea of tar ulty invoement in adimnistrativeevalctOtion seems to be growing n acceptance as is
evidenced in its recommendatiqh by most of the authors surveved (Anderson 1975; AUP 1974; Cousins
and Rogus 1977, Dickson et .al 1976, Fenker 1975, Genova 1976; Hillway 1973; P ack 1976..Prunger
et al 1978, Surwill and Heywood 1976, Thomas et al 1977). This -is .particula tree in the case of
evalliation of academic deans or ,acarlemiC vice presidents. In itssprofessio standardS.of 1975, the
AAUA states that the evaluatfon.pro«!ss for all levels of administration ould include the ,participa-
tion of the administrator being evaluated (AAUA 1.975) -

As has been previously suggested, a formal evaluation committee varying composition has been
remnirrioncled by a number of authors In most cases this comtnitti consists of a compdnent of up-
ward, downward, and parallel evaluation (Anderson 1975; Hanley 1' t5; Miller 1974; Pollack 1976;
Surwill and Heywood 197h, ilioniaswet-al 1977., Wilh,orris 1977) Fisher (1977) suggests' that the degree of

wupwafil. downward. or parallel input.dePi,nds.on hat position is being evaluated and individual
'(Arc urnstanies ot the institution,In each case, factors such as desirability, time, effrii±rt..'cost, anikprac-
ticality must.he takien into «insideration . .. . .... AP

One model presented suggests a primary and a vcondary evaluator for eachidrninistrator or gtoup
ot administrators Primarily, the hoard chairpersou4valutes the president;the_president.evaluates the'
vii e prosiden.t. and so on dowri to the directors Secondarily, the hoard evaluates the president, the
hoard r hairpersdn ev;duates the deans,' and the vice president evaluates the directors (Grote 1978).'
\A,'Ithfkilit ex( eptson in .011 the *1140,u-he' reviewed, ultimate'rfsponsibility for presidental evaluation

president ardor board.

rests with tH board. the -hoard Ch rperson, or a4hoalii committee. Responsibility for evaluation of
. otheradministrators rests ''.'

Problems with Administrative Evaluation ,...-. .

ilistoni all( 'speaking, artinirustralii..e4.tyaluatioll in higher education is almost too new a development
to have been ,i,sesseerto any we,* extent Yet hre,f)er edui ational professional, already write of existing

. . - .orpotentia I problems in the process

idea of faculty
vement in administratiVe..,

uation seems to be grow-
acceptance.'

Potential proble:. ir2c Iii.de a sines of ()hive turns to evaluation as presented b, Cowin, and Roj.,hus
11977 1 1 hecv en( 1wiv tFfii quesitonkf phe validity of faculty fudgment, bad publicity about the proc-
4's Mist,Iking nt popularity of acIMAistiators with real worth. ri:*coruitnierit prriblenis and the use to
wilt( h4.N.,t1(fatri result art, piit 1 he a:uthors"tindir)Rs Indic ate that what have been regiterecl as °bier
ions have not et proven to he ,ii 4,41 problems Ili prac ttco I hey ,-4(iggf.,f, however. that the use of
result «Mid he tN)iilllemnilet ?k,

...
.. . .inher ()hie( non, ref errirtg o",frfic illarl to evaluation ot ar ademit 41(4,1n, inc lid

(14:fining ,(1( h a «wriplex ion the tJt tlrat ar aderriT 'administrators must ar r ept Rrroy4.44-,
and hen( (4 h(1%.4. no i ontext toneyalaation, the suggestion th'at,no one'( on understand the

ot.
rt hy4hers
otal tare

pt a dean s loh and the supposition that deans iney itahh, make enemies iliorritoldt-197 IiAlthough
liorrilioldt tIciiiresses only ,ii adonin riori.,,,the.si. °hie( turns might also he piercing' to
alnlu.,t ,try ., t

I osak i Pi"-,I suggests that the gri1s e,,t pr )blein in evaluatiiin is the Muir tilt ot r:litiprial and',..obiei
. si. ...-five judgement He toc uses on three vai'iab is that redu«. ()tiler tivity.. namely. psychological f,actcirs

siir h as power relatiOns-hips and rumor, th..strii9sikete ot t hp college 4(1( h as the tnvoring of thoseWho
parts ipate in the pro«.ss. and far tors, external to the (iiilliT,p such as taws involving ethnic, ';ex, or

atii»ini,trator

rar 'al halani e

Ultimate responsibility for
presidential evaluation rests

'with. the board, the board
chairperson, or a board com-
mittee.

,t104(,,t(-(1 by f raker i 1't75) and other-vflifycirf this area the ri;,,iref, intormation available on
,

this ,whip( t as %%4'11 as the ,( at(1tv of available published in.trumont, are problem,s lolioston (147;) in-
ch( ate, that the ii,e ot standardi/ed instruments rs not appropriate becauset the uniqueness lit h

ihe greatest problem in
evalusfion is he diiiicultv or
ratior01 and obietivi, tudge-
ment.



In addition to the la/k of infor-
mation of published instru-
ments, an overall problem is
that higher education does not
really lend itself very readily
to systematic assessment.

The use of results should be
krvown and agreed to by all
concerned prior to the actual
evaluation process.

The question of confiden-
tiality and who should receive
results is-problematic.

xx

Results should be used jointly
by the supervisor and admin-
istrator being evaluated to
reinforce positive behavior
and explore means of growth

;in improving specific' areas of
weakness.

,
It remains for each institution
to seriously examine the
desirability and importance of
such a process, to weigh the
benefjts1

I

in relation to the
.

expenditpre of cost, time, and
effort, and to determine in
which iirection it will
proceed.

institution's situation. Another.problem mentioned by Johnston is the tension engendered in
the evaluation procesS. He feels, however, that the value' of increased efficiency that could result
makes it worth the effort.

The lack of information available on the subject is verified by Surwill and Heywoo (19741. In their
survey of AASCU members in 1976, they found that only 32 percent of responding insti utions had a for-
mal evaluation procedure. They also found a dearth of infdrmation available as re rted both in 'ERIC
and in DATRIX, a source of information on dissertations. Van 'de Visse (1974), in, a similar survey of

\higher educational institutions if; Ohio, found only 28 percent of the respondents reported having a
formal, ongoing evaluation program. In addition to the lack of information or published instruments, an
overall problem is that higher education does not really lend itself very readily to systematic assess-
ment (Fisher 1977).

Use o esults
Use of information from an administrative evaluation is determined to a grEtat extent by the rationale or.
purpose for which the evaluation is conducted and also by the composition of the group of evaluators.
The use of results should be known and agreed to by all concerned prior to the actual evalUation proc-
eys (Fisher 1977). The question of confidentiality and who should receive results-is problematic. View-
points on this range from limiting access .to the results to the administrator being evalUated to

,distributing the results to, all constituencies involved in the evaluation process (Surwill and Heywood
1976). .

It is recommended 'that arryone who participates in evaluation procedures has the right to some feed-
back, depending on the degree of involvement. It is understood that the primary supervisor will receive
the results. The administratft being evaluated should have adess.to all information unless some other
agreement was made prior to the process. If groups have been involved in the process, each group
should receive feed ck regarding their group's evaluation but not thatbf any other group, e.g., faculty
evaluating an,acad mic dean would receive results from the facultts evaluation of the dean but ndt
from the president's or others' evaluation of the dean7(Thomas et al. 1977). Genova et al. (1976) predicts
that an evaluation w II be a failure if there is no feedback and advocates full disclosure of summarized
results

,

E ven when disclosure is endorsed, the manner,of disclosure is the key to success (Genova et al. 1976).
Reasons given for disclosure include the concept of. accountability to all constituencies, increasing the
Visibility of administratjOrs to constituencies, possible improvement of morale by improving the-climate
of mutual trist and respect, and a more equitable distribution of, the pressure of -consumer- concerns
normally rewrved.-to faculty by evaluation (Thomas et al. 1977). 'Obviously, none, of these results is
guaranted just because an institution discloses tAe results of .evaluatioT

If the primary purpose of evaluation is improvement of the individual.a< recommended by Fisher
(1977), then result4should be used jointly by the supervisor and administrator being evaluated to rein-
force positive behavior and explore means o) growth in improving specific areas of weakness. This type
of use of resultvwould be similar to that suggested by the use of growth contracts (,Gross 1977).

If the rationale for evaluation is to make personneLdecisions, then obviously results will be used in
making decisions around continuance in or removal from -office, or ler advice and counsel for future
service, salary increases, promotions, and tenure (Anderson 1975).

Summary and Conclusions
Informal administrative evaluation has always been a component in hi er education. Even though for-
mal administrative evaluation still in 'an eaHy stage of .development shows promise for responding
to demands for accountability and also to the need for continued adni nistrative growth and develop-
ment. publishedFew plans are' available, which -militates against the success of the process,. but the
literatUre and psciarch Iticate improvement in this area (Sprunger et '51 1978). The use of results still
needs clarification Farmer (1976) has suggested that basic issues such as the purpose of evaluation,
designation bf responsibility for evaluation, characteadstics t9 betevaluated, gathering data procedures,
and usei,If results'must be addressed before admini4trative.eialuation can be,successfUlly achieved

Wit all of the factors presented-here for consideration, it remains for each institution to seriously ex-
amine the desirability and importanceof such a process, to weigh the benefits irirelation to the expen-
diture of cost, time, and *ffort, and to determine in which direction it will proceed
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